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An APA-formatted title page should include five elements: running head, paper title, student or author name, school or
university name, and author note (if.

In article titles, only the first letter should be capitalized. Say goodbye to an out of place noun , preposition , or
adjective, and hello to a fully edited paper. Begin with the running head at the top, as always. Longer works
such as books and journals should appear in italics. Surveys are often distributed after a task is completed, and
its accuracy is dependent on the ability of the participant to remember their experience during the study. The
first letter of each heading should be capitalized. Our APA format maker develops your references in a snap!
Your title page should contain a running head that is flush left at the top of the page and a page number that is
flush right at the top of the page. Overall, we are interested in answering two questions: Research Question 1:
Can attitudinal changes regarding substantial website redesigns be captured using biometric measures? The
three sections are as follows: APA Paper Title The title should follow the below instructions: Not be more
than 12 words long May take up to two lines on your paper if need be. Each table should begin on a separate
page. Using eye tracking metrics, galvanic skin response, and facial expression measures in tandem with a
scale aimed at measuring visual design quality has a couple of identifiable benefits. This study aims to ensure
the validity of a visual design assessment instrument Visual Aesthetics of Websites Inventory: Short version
by examining its relationship with biometric variables , like galvanic skin response, pupillometry, and fixation
information. Need help with other writing topics? Title of source. Influences of retail brand trust, off-line
patronage, clothing involvement and website quality on online apparel shopping intention: Online apparel
shopping intention. Middle initial. If a colon appears in the title, the first letter after the colon should also be
capitalized. One is the reliance on the honesty of the participant. These are found within your paper, anytime a
quote or paraphrase is included. Every quote or piece of outside information included in the paper should be
referenced and have an entry. Start on a fresh, clean document. A writer must use both types in a paper. Year
published. Because self-report questionnaires are often reliant on introspection and honesty, it is difficult to
confidently rely on self-report questionnaires to make important decisions. They further examined the impact
web quality and retail brand trust has on purchase intentions.


